Comparison of expressed sequence tags from male and female sexual organs of Marchantia polymorpha.
A total of 935 expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from male immature sexual organ were determined, of which 600 ESTs were assembled into 110 non-redundant groups, resulting in 445 unique EST sequences. Of these, 244 sequences shared significant similarities to known nucleotide or amino acid sequences in other organisms. The remaining 201 unique sequences showed no significant matches and thus are likely to be novel transcripts. ESTs from male and female immature sexual organs of a liverwort, Marchantia polymorpha, were compared to characterize gene expression patterns during sex differentiation. Ninety-nine male ESTs turned out to be common genes found also in the female library. Interestingly, one of the ESTs found only in male shows a significant similarity to the transformer-2 gene involved in sex determination in Drosophila. In female, several unique lectin ESTs were found that are not present in the male library.